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Crystal Healing as Distance Healing 

Many people find that doing crystal healing by distance or in 'absence' is very powerful.  

There are many ways to approach this.  However, we shall move onto this in a little more 

depth in module 6.  So in the meantime, if you want to do absent or distant healing here are 

a few rules to observe. 

 Always get body and soul permission from the person you are healing.  This means 

that they either give their consent verbally and/or if you cannot connect with them 

verbally - you need to meditate and connect to their higher self or soul self to ask 

permission to send healing.  Always be prepared that the answer may be no. 

 If a person gives verbal or written consent you must still connect in with their energy 

- higher self/soul self.  Although usually if the physical body says yes, the soul has 

already agreed - but not always, so be prepared and check. 

You may conduct crystal healing in various ways by distance. All the usual rules apply, 

be grounded, centred and connect into the person's energy.  make sure your crystals are 

clean and ready to use.  Light a candle if you wish and move into a space of intention. 

 You may simply wish to hold a particular crystal in your hands that you feel the 

person needs the energy of and imagine a beam of light moving out from the crystal 

to the person surrounding them in healing Light.  This might last just a few minutes 

and you need to keep a constant connection.  Ask your guides, angels, Source for 

help and know when the healing is done.  Say a prayer before and afterwards for the 

person receiving. 

 You may use a piece of paper with a stick man or body outline drawn on it as a 

'template' representative of the person.  If you have a photo of the person you could 

place that on top (this is called a witness).  You may then proceed as usual, ground 

centre etc and tune into what the person needs and place some crystals on the body 

and/or around the body template as the healing.  Tune into how long the crystals 

need to be in place - you may wish to leave them for a few days or a week!  if you do, 

make sure you place the 'healing' somewhere where it will not be touched.  Say your 

prayer of thanks and intention before and after the healing.  Don't leave the crystals 

for more than a week.  They will need cleansing and you'll need to check in with the 

energy of the person again and get feedback verbally if you can. 

 If you are doing a session via messenger/skype/zoom - the person consciously but 

not geographically.  So you may still use a body template and talk to the person 

about what you are doing if you wish to.  The recipient will need to be lying down 

and relaxing as if they were with you.  You might wish to make this a 30 minute 

healing session and just tune into whatever needs to be done just in the same way as  



if the person were there with you.  Observe the chakras, cleanse, energise, protect 

the aura.  Ground using grounding stones Experiment with this.   

If you do reiki, you may use the distance reiki symbol and other symbols as you would 

normally.  Do tune in as to whether this is appropriate for the person you are healing 

though and always remain connected strongly to your intuitive senses and trust what you 

feel throughout.   

Some of my students have, in the past also written powerful words in colours on the sheet 

of paper for the person they are healing.  I always write the person's name on the paper 

front or back - and it's a powerful thing to write words but do be aware that the power of 

words are very strong, so make sure that it's definitely what is needed and is appropriate to 

the person.   

I look forward to hearing about your distance healings. 

Crystal Blessings 

Gwyneth Robbins-Cox 

Course principle and Tutor 
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